


You know the deal: 

if you want to increase 

margins, you either cut costs 

or work harder to bring in 

more money. 

But why work harder when you can work smarter?

The average net profit for general contractors (according to the 

Construction Financial Management Association) is between 1.4 –

2.4%. And that’s pre-tax! 

These razor thin margins mean your contracting business could be 

one or two bad decisions away from ruin. That’s a heavy burden of 

risk to carry around. And given current economic conditions, risk is 

higher than ever before. 

Instead of accepting average margins, let’s walk you through 7 

crucial steps to jumpstart your future. These are the most crucial 

action steps we’ve identified in the last 20 years of working with 

contractors – steps that can turn a razor thin margin into a 

healthy buffer to get through tough times. 



1 – Nuke your overhead

2 – Calc your true labor costs

3 – Cut material costs

4 – Buy or rent?

5 – Get hung up on details

6 – Stash your cash

7 – Find the right resource



Don’t bother with job profitability until you’ve sliced and diced your 

overhead. Here’s where we suggest you start – and don’t accept 

excuses, especially from yourself. 

a) Office – is your office producing revenues for you, or do you just have one 

because that’s the norm? Normal companies are average, with average margins. 

Don’t strive for normal.

b) Utilities – when’s the last time you checked the cell phone bill to make sure all 

the lines you’re paying for are still legit? Or checked for better electricity rates?

c) Printing – do you really need to print & file everything? 

d) Office Supplies – is anyone bothering to price compare before ordering?

e) Office staff – salaries for admin assistant, bookkeeper, office manager, etc. add 

up fast. What can you outsource that will still achieve high-quality results, but 

with less risk and lower costs?



a) Salary – are they competitive plus 5-

10%? This is more important than you 

probably realize – we talk about this in 

our Cost of Turnover Calculator.

b) PTO, holiday pay, etc – how hard 

does this hit your productivity margins?

c) Payroll Taxes – how much does your 

portion of their taxes cost?

d) Insurance – health, WC, liability, and 

umbrella coverage can all be allocated. 

e) Training – Is it more expensive to have 

company-wide trainings or assume a 

higher risk of accidents? Either way, 

add a cost factor to each employee. 

f) G&A – dues & subscriptions, admin 

salaries, interest, and other overhead 

allocations by employee are often 

overlooked, but can produce 

remarkable insights. 

We’re big advocates of knowing your labor burden. Labor has too 

big of an impact to ignore or accept close-but-no-cigar estimates. 

Here’s what we recommend considering:

g) Subcontractor comparison – does it cost you more or less to bring in subs instead 

of payroll? Can you answer this question with assumptions and estimates or with 

calculated proof?



a) Get updated pricing – how often do you do this? Are you going by a static list the 

supplier sent you or are you pulling current pricing off the supplier’s site? 

b) Negotiate – talk to your supplier and see what they can do about your costs. Better 

terms? Faster delivery at no extra cost? 

c) Sales & use tax – if you’re selling materials, do you qualify for a reseller certificate? You’ll 

save a ton of time not dealing with tracking numbers plus you’ll lower the risk of a sales & 

use tax audit.

d) Look at new vendors – and ask for quotes from them before you bid on a job. You might 

be surprised at how competitive they will be, plus it expands your network of resources.

e) Streamline – you lose efficiency every time you have a manual task, and purchasing 

tasks are a heavy hitter here. Integrate technology and build procedures that save time 

and labor. Your productivity and profit margins will thank you. 

Material and supplies pricing is frequently taken at face value. If 

you’ve worked with the same suppliers or distributors for a while, 

chances are good you’ve developed a comfort level with them. 

Which likely means you haven’t done much price shopping or 

negotiating recently. 



a) Up-front costs – what is the cost to 

purchase vs. lease or rent?

b) Interest – will you need a loan? How bad will 

the interest hit be?

c) Repairs – how expensive can repairs get? 

What’s the worst-case scenario, and do you 

have the savings to handle that?

d) Maintenance – what is the expected cost of 

maintenance, and how many years will you 

be maintaining it?

e) Useful life – is there a chance technology will 

make this obsolete sooner rather than later? 

If you rent, can you swap out for something 

newer? 

f) Insurance – how much does insurance cost? 

When’s the last time you calculated how much your equipment costs to own vs rent? 

Even more important: when’s the last time you calculated how much your equipment 

earns you? 

Here’s what we recommend you consider for a rent/buy analysis: 

Prax Tip: Do you have equipment that would be cheaper or less risky to rent? 

Consider selling to bring in a little cash for your emergency fund. Check out 

What Emergency Fund? to see how much you need!

g) Seasonality – do you only need this during specific times of the year? What happens the rest 

of the year?

h) Location – could it ‘walk away’ if someone isn’t watching? What’s the cost if you need to 

replace it and can your bank account handle that?



We suggest looking at the following areas for potential improvements – all of these 

have the potential to materially impact your profitability. 

a) On-site essentials – when’s the last time you or your team price shopped fencing? Scaffolding? 

Porta potties? 

b) Shipping – did you pay more for shipping because an oversight caused a rush order? 

c) Labor productivity – is a 6-person crew sitting at the job site for two hours waiting to start work? 

d) Warranty – if you’re ever going back to fix mistakes, is anyone implementing a plan to prevent 

that mistake next time?

e) Tool shrinkage – do your tools seem to run off? Who pays to replace them? 

f) Paper – did anyone accidentally use an outdated blueprint or spec because they didn’t know 

about a revision? 

g) Accidents – even minor accidents bring enormous risk. How many accidents is your crew 

experiencing? Is it lack of training, proper safety equipment, or poor employee compliance?

h) Billing – any issues with the customer paying your invoices? Was the AIA filled out incorrectly? 

Is your customer having financial troubles?

i) Communication – how disjointed is the crew’s communication? Text, app, email? 

It’s easy to go with ‘good enough’ when reviewing a job’s P&L after the 

fact. You focus on the heavy hitters and accept the little hitters as 

necessary to get the job done. 

But if you don’t notice the small stuff, who will?  



This may be the most important step of our entire list. Very few 

companies have a specific plan for each incoming deposit to pay 

the 5 Essentials. If you don’t have one, you need one.  

If you do nothing else, DO THIS. 

Prax Tip: Ask us what percentages you should be setting aside for the 

5 Essentials – it’s different for every company.

Deposit 

Received $
Transfer 5-20%

to account: 

Profit Savings

Transfer 5-50%

to account: 

Owner(s) Pay

Transfer 15-40%

to account: 

Payroll & Subs

Transfer 10-20%

to account: 

Taxes

Transfer 15-40%

to account: 

Operating Expenses



a) Admin – office staff can handle a lot of what we’ve covered in this guide. 

Incentivize by connecting rewards to results.

b) Software – is there a new program out there that can produce better insights? 

Tech is evolving constantly, so check them out. 

Feeling overwhelmed in implementing this all? GET HELP. 

d) Marketing – do you rely on marketing? How confident are you in the ROI? Find 

a program you can closely track and that can implement the power of pivoting.  

c) Accounting – are you only 

using an accountant to file 

taxes? You are missing out, big 

time; they are your best 

resource to understand the 

financial impact of decisions. 

e) Insurance – is your agent batching your policies for 

additional savings? An agent that handles all your 

policies has more power to find savings.

f) Banking – do you have a dedicated account manager 

who you can call directly? They can be invaluable in 

getting urgent assistance. 

g) HR – who handles your HR? Compliance changes 

often, so unless you have someone researching this 

constantly, you’re probably breaking rules. Get a 

service, it’s cheaper and comes with guarantees. 

h) Legal – when’s the last time you revised your 

documents and contracts? Laws change – have your 

contracts checked and establish a long-term 

relationship with a local firm for advice as needed. 



Knowledge + action buys success.

The action part is on you. Lack of action is the easiest (and laziest) road 

to failure. No sugarcoating here.

Running a profitable business isn’t easy, and it’s even more difficult 

when you’re fighting a troubled economy, labor shortages, and bank 

accounts with money leaking out in a hundred different ways. 

These 7 steps allow you to find and act on the knowledge you need. 

If implemented correctly, this knowledge gives you the power to turn 

your business into a profit-generating beast. 

Get your rear in gear and build your success.



Call Text

Email Zoom

WHAT WE DO: We help contractors & construction companies with at least $1M in yearly 

revenues grow the right way: through strategic Cost Accounting, Bookkeeping, Data Analytics, 

Controller, and Virtual CFO services.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE: We believe your accounting should be a profit center, not an 

overhead expense. We dive deeper and dig further to find the hidden issues influencing your 

growth. We earn our keep by using advanced data analytics and a deep understanding of your 

unique business to take a proactive, profit-driven approach that turns your bookkeeping into a 

bonus instead of a burden.

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE + EXPERTISE: We’ve been handling accounting and bookkeeping 

in the construction and contracting industries for more than 20 years. We have helped 

countless clients discover their true profit and cost drivers while also reducing excess waste & 

expense, ensuring our clients walk into each job armed with the information needed to 

maximize profit and minimize cost.

tel:+12403070100
mailto:info@praxaccounting.com
https://zoom.us/j/2403070100
sms://+12403070100?&

